
Communication Graduate Programs Fact Sheet
• Graduate programs can be confusing to students who are seeking to gain additional knowledge and degrees 

within their discipline. However, for students in the communication industry, several graduate program options 
exist and are discussed further throughout the fact sheet.

• Students have the choice to attend a graduate program online or in person. However, attending an in-class 
program is recommended over attending an online graduate program. Students can acquire a master’s degree 
within the communication field and eventually a doctoral degree in communication, if desired. 

What types of degrees can be obtained in a graduate program within the field of communication?
• Students have several options when seeking additional degrees in a graduate program. A master degree 

within the communication industry may be obtained after a student finishes an undergraduate program. 
Masters programs such as Master of Arts and Master of Science in communication exist. 

• The communication industry has a wide range of disciplines such as advertising, public relations, media and 
journalism. A student’s options depend on the school and the graduate programs that are offered. Students 
have different paths they can choose from when selecting a degree in communication. 

• Students who are seeking to attend graduate school to gain more skills within the communication industry 
can obtain a master’s in Communication Studies and adjust their concentration to align with their desired 
skill sets. Students also have the options to specialize within different fields in the communication industry 
such as Advertising, or Public Relations. 

Students looking for graduate programs in Public Relations and Advertising 
• Students who are interested in Public Relations graduate programs have many different options, for example, 

a communication program at a school like Boston University College of Communication offers a Master of 
Science in Public Relations. A school such as Georgetown University offers a Master’s in Public Relations and 
Corporate Communications. Students who obtain a master’s degree in Public Relations can acquire upper 
level jobs such as communications specialist or communications manager within an organization. Profession-
als can continue their education to get a doctorate degree and become a researcher or professor. 

• Several graduate programs exist for Advertising and vary by the university that offers the program. However, 
common degrees that can be obtained through graduate programs are a Master of Arts in Advertising or a 
Master of Science in Advertising. Programs that are similar to topics discussed in advertising and public rela-
tions such as a Master of Arts in Emerging Media Studies are also available at certain universities. 

“Students with bachelor’s degrees 
in Public Relations or Advertising 
should look for master’s degrees 
that will broaden their skill set 
within the communication  
industry.”

What concentrations exist within Communication Studies? 
• Some of the concentration options that are available within Communication Studies include: mass communi-

cation, corporate communication, international communication, strategic communication, health communi-
cation and interpersonal communication. 

• Graduate students have the opportunity to obtain a Master of Arts or Master of Science degree in a specific 
concentration within Communication Studies, depending upon the university. 

“Students with bachelor’s degrees in Public Relations or Advertising should look for master’s degrees that will 
broaden their skill set within the communication industry. Students who are not interested in pursuing PhD pro-
grams should find programs that allow students to gain experience and knowledge that will expand their profes-
sional skills,” says Dr. Moonhee Cho. 



How long does it typically take to earn a master’s degree? 
• Graduate program lengths vary; however, students can typically finish a graduate program within two calendar 

years, or 24 months total. Some graduate school programs can be as short as 16 months or as long as four years, 
depending upon the number of credit hours that a student can complete per semester. Most graduate programs 
associated with a master’s degree require 36 credit hours, so the time to complete the requirements differs be-
tween graduate students. 

• Some students prefer entering a graduate program after their undergraduate degree is completed, however 
professionals recommend that students gain experience by acquiring an entry-level job before they apply for a 
graduate program. “Students who want to attend a master’s program should gain some work experience before 
they pursue their master’s degree. From an employer perspective, students who obtain a master’s degree before 
any work experience are over qualified and expensive to hire,” suggests Dr. Moonhee Cho. 

• Standards for most graduate program applicants are raised, so that applicants will have experience in their field 
before expanding their education. The application process for graduate school is competitive and therefore stu-
dents who demonstrate professional accomplishments and a passion for communications will be accepted over 
students who do not have experience and passion. 

Cost of Graduate Programs
“Ideally, the cost to attend graduate school should be zero. Students who work 
hard and have a genuine interest in communications should be able to find a pro-
gram that will provide a scholarship or assistantship,” suggests Dr. Michael Kent.
• The costs of graduate programs vary by school and on an individual basis. 

However, students who are interested in attending graduate school should 
pursue schools that offer assistantships or financial aid which can reduce or 
eliminate the cost of tuition. 

• Assistantships provide students with part-time employment through the uni-
versity. Assistantships can vary, however assistantships can pay the student or 
aid in covering fees for the student’s tuition. Students who have assistantships 
perform tasks at the university, which can be research or education focused 
and help a current faculty member employed at the university. Assistantships 
benefit the student through experience and financial aid and benefit the uni-
versity through the research and tasks completed by the graduate student. 

What career options exist for a student seeking additional degrees in Com-
munication Studies or similar fields?
• Careers that require more experience such as technical writers, public relations 

specialists, editors and professors exist for professionals that obtain a master 
or doctorate degree within the communication industry. Corporate communi-
cation director, human resource manager, public relations manager and other 
jobs that have management positions are all possible career paths for gradu-
ate students.  

• Professionals with advanced degrees, such as a Master of Arts in Communi-
cation tend to earn higher salaries than professionals with lower degrees in 
communication. According to Payscale.com, the average salary for a Commu-
nications Manager is $73,500 and the average salary for a Communications 
Specialist is $61,984. A Communications Director’s average salary is $90,000. 

“Ideally, the cost to attend graduate school should be zero. Stu-
dents who work hard and have a genuine interest in communica-
tion should be able to find a program that will provide a scholar-
ship or assistantship.”

“Students who want to attend a master’s program should gain 
some work experience before they pursue their master’s degree.”


